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1. Join two straight Pipes 
r. (Fig. A)
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1. Join two straight Pipes 
together. (Fig. A)

Then attach both end legs 
(Fig. B)
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Check out our video instructions at:

/

2. Install two lower Black Rods 
with Coupling Tubes up, into 

angled Pipes.

3. Thread Sleeve over Black 
Rod. Make sure logo is not 

upside down.

4. Repeat with Sleeve pocket 
over other Black Rod. 

5. Take Black Rod and slide 
into lower rod’s Coupling Tube. 

6. Hold Black Rod while pulling 
Sleeve up. Loop white cord 

over rod top. 

7. Take the last Black Rod and 
slide into Rod Coupling Tube. 

8. Grip Black Rod and pull 
Sleeve up. Loop Cord over pole 

top. 

9. Take lower Elastic Loops and 
place under stud on both end legs. 
10. Wrap velcro around frame. (X 

in Fig. 8)
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Check out our video instructions at:

/ RukketSports

1. Join two slightly bent 
pipes together (Fig. A)

Then attach both end legs 
(Fig. B)

with coupling tubes at the top,
into the angled pipes
on the metal base.

1. Join the two slightly bent 2. Install the two lower fiberglass poles, 3. Thread a fiberglass pole through one 
of the net's sleeves making sure the net 
is right side up (white loops at the top 

corners and black bungees at the bottom 
corners).

4. Repeat for the other side. 5. Insert an upper fiberglass pole into 
one of the lower pole's coupling tube. 
The metal knob should be at the top.

6. Gripping the assembled fiberglass 
pole, slide the net's sleeve up the pole 
and loop the white rope onto the metal 

knob on top.

7. Insert the remaining upper fiberglass 
pole into the remaining lower pole.

8. Grip the pole and slide the sleeve up 
before looping the white rope around the 

metal pole top.

9. Loop the black elastic bungees over 
the metal posts located on the outside of 

each end leg. 10. Wrap the velcro 
around the frame (X in Fig. 8).

pipes together (Fig. A)
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Please call us if you have any questions or concerns at 1-855-4RUKKET
Please read our product safety warnings before setup 

Our video instructions provide the best guidance for setting up your 7x7 Sock it! Baseball/Softball Net. 
They can be viewed online at

7X7 SOCK IT! BASEBALL/SOFTBALL NET
assembly INSTRUCTIONS


